”E.T.S. CUP” - SLOVAKIA
III International Basketball Tournament
Dates:
Location:
Participants in the tournament:

Age of participants:
Size of cities

Rules:

Team Composition:
Teams Accommodation:
Meals:

01.06.2016 – 05.06.2016.
Michalovce, Slovakia.
invited teams of girls and boys from countries: Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Hungary, Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania,Macedonia, Poland,
Russia, Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovakia and
other.
U-2005; U-2004; U-2003 and U- 2002.
Category – size of city:
- up to 100 000 inhabitants.
- up to 250 000 inhabitants.
- up to 500 000 inhabitants.
- Free group
Existing rules for mini-basketball FIBA.
Depending on the number of participants will be made according to the rules
of Berger's tables.
after the group stage teams are divided as follows:
Teams will meet each other running 1-4, 2-3, 3-4, 4-1.
Then create a groups 1-4, 5-8.
12 players + 2 coach . 1 coach - accommodation for free.
Hotels Zemplinska Sirava.
Players, coaches, referees - full board (breakfast, lunch, dinner).
Accompanying persons -halfboard (breakfast and dinner).

PROGRAM
01.06.2016 – 05.06.2016
1day
01.06.2016

Arrival in the Zemplínska Šírava. Hotel Check-in
12:00 - Lunch
Leisure time. Visiting -Thermalpark Sirava
19.00 - Technical Conference
20.00 - Dinner.

22.30 -Night
2.day
02.06.2016

07:00 - Breakfast
09,00-12,00 - Games in the groups
12:00 - Lunch

13.00 -Ceremony - Opening Tournament
13:30-19:00 - Games in the groups
20:00 - Dinner.
22:30 - Night
3day
03.06.2016

07:00 - Breakfast
09:00 - 12:00 - Games in the groups
12:00 - Lunch
13:00 - 19:00 - Games in the groups
20:00 - Dinner.
22:30 - Night

4day
04.06.2016

07:00 - Breakfast
09:00 - 13.00 - Games in the groups
12:00 - Lunch
13:00 - 19:00 - Games in the groups
20:00 - Dinner. Disco.

22.30 -Night

5. day
05.06.201

07:00 - Breakfast
09:00 - 13.00 - Games in the final group
13:00 – Ceremony . Closing Tournament
14:00 - Departure home

Contact information:
e-mail: ets@etseu.eu
etseusk@gmal.com
www.etseu.eu
Skype: nikolov.t.ivan
ets.1
Phone:
Slovak, Russian, Polish, Serbian, Czech, English
Slovak, Russian.
Slovak, Hungarian,English
Questions about sport rules
Questions about accommodation, transfers, visa

+ 421 949 588 807
+ 421 944 721 458
+ 421 905 473 345
+ 421 949 588 807
+ 421 949 588 807

Leaders of the tournament:
Operational management by a team of "ETS" s.r.o. from Slovakia and experts from other countries:
Tournament Director
Ivan Nikolov – Slovakia
ets@etseu.eu; etseusk@gmail.com tel: + 421 949 588 807
/ Slovak, Russian, Bulgarian and Serbian, Czech, Polish, English /.
Director - Central and Western Europe
Antonio Cruz – Slovakia
anhibamoc.ac@gmail.com
/Slovak, English, Spanish, Czech /.

tel: + 421 949 883 777

Director - Eastern Europe
Irina Sermon – Ukraine
nagorna61@ukr.net
/Russian, Ukrainian /.

tel: + 380 667 266 930

Director - Balkan peninsula
Zoran Vezmar – Serbia
vezmar06@gmail.com
/Serbian, English /.

tel : + 381 22 328 078

Information and position
„ETS CUP” tournament

Brevity history and goals of the “ETS CUP”.
International children's basketball tournament "ETS CUP" turns into a huge sport forum that gathers
young people from all overEurope. The first time tournament was held in January 2015 in the Slovak
town Spisska Nova Ves .4 teams from Ukraine and Slovakia took part in this tournament.After the
tournament we got many requests for participation from other teams. This fact has pushed us to hold a
second tournament “ETS CUP” in July 2015. Despite the short time for preparation and advertising, the
tournament was attended by13 teams from 5 countries: Belarus, Romania, Serbia, Ukraine and Slovakia.
At the meeting of managers and coaches of teams "ETS CUP", it was decided to turn the tournament into
an annual event and assign a time in June.

The main goals of the tournament:
-

Developing of such habits as: discipline, teamwork, responsibility, self-esteem;
Improving sports skills of participants;
Analysis of the development of club teams and individual players as well;
Exchange of views on the use of new modern tendencies of training players of different age
group;
- Communication between the participants and the establishment of friendly relations between
them;
- Strengthening of international relations and cooperation through sport, particularly basketball.
In the upcoming tournament, which will be held in June 2016, is expected 30 teams from 12
European countries.
The tournament organizers sent a letter to the U.S. Embassy in the Republic of Slovakia , which was
invited to participate in the tournament US team.

Why we choose “ETS CUP”?
There are several reasons to take part in this tournament.
- Geographical location is Central Europe. That is very convenient for teams, which will arrive
from across Europe ( to the international airport and train station – 70 km);
- Meeting of representatives from different schools (East, West, North, South);
- Guaranteed participationofeach team at least in 5 matches;
- Good financial conditions – in Europe that is the lowest price for participation;
- Very good financial conditions for accommodation on the shores of the Lake ZemplínskaSírava
(the largest lake in this area and ranks 12th place in Europe );
- Well-prepared sports halls and referees.( 3 halls are used for tournament: gymnasium sports hall 400 seats; sport hall inMichalovtse city - 2000 places, and ,if necessary , the sports hall
inHumenne city- 1200 places);
- The end of the training year is the beginning to showcase the basketball skills;

-

This is the most dynamic tournament in their age categories;
The possibility to combine the tournament with the rest on the shore of ZemplínskaSirava;
The tournament is headed by the leading specialists and managers of the basketball;
- A meeting of teams on the basis of population size in their place
“ETS CUP” is supported by:

Community and the Mayor of Michalovce - Viliam Zahorčák. Zemplinska regional organization of
tourism TV "Zemplín" and TV "Mistral".
The venue of the tournament.
The tournament is held in Michalovtse city, Slovakia. There are 3available sports hallsfor tournament:
gymnasium – 400 seats, the sports hall in Michalovtse city – 2000 seats and,if necessary, the sports hall
Humenne city 1200 seats.
Accommodation of the participants.
The teams are accommodated in hotels located on the shores of the Lake ZemplínskaSírava. There are
private bathroom and balcony in every room. Each hotel has its own open and closed pools. In
accommodate at the hotel, without a private pool, can use pool at a distance of 200-300m. Children are
accommodated in rooms for 3 pers. Managers and coaches accommodated in 2 bed rooms. Meals in
hotels or restaurant are consistent with every team. Teams can accommodate to the hotels out of time of
the tournament. It charges an additional fee, depending on the number of days and the hotel. At the
request of the teams, official guests can stay in hotels 3 or 4 stars. These issues are discussed further.
P.S. In Slovakia the water from aqueduct is drinkable.
Age categories of participants in the “ETC Cup” for 2016.
girls 2002,2003,2004 and 2005
boys 2002,2003,2004 and 2005
Category – size of city:
- Up to 100 000 inhabitants.
- Up to 250 000 inhabitants.
- Up to 500 000 inhabitants.
- Free group
If a person in another age have the taste to take part in the tournament, it is possible to create a new age
group or team participation in a particular age group, but without participating in the closing ceremony.
For example, it is formed from players born in 2001 and 2002 can participate in the tournament in the
age group in 2002, but no longer play for medals.
Category - Town:
The maximum amount of the price which may be obtained by one team is 2 cups and medals.
An example:
This gave the series - in the city 100,000 inhabitants may end up on the final ranked second.
In this case, he gets the cup and medals for second place in the final rung a cup and medals for first
place in the category up to 100,000 inhabitants.

SPORTS-TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Rules meetings:
The meeting consists of four periods for 10 (ten) minutes. Playing time can't be stopped (except
for breaks and "time-outs") during the game. Last minute of each period – is net time.
1) Additional time of the meeting shall be 3 (three) minutes and break between it and the fourth
period should be 2 (two) minutes.
2) A break between the first and the second periodsas well as the third and fourth periods are 2 (two)
minutes.
3) A break between the first and the second periods is 5(five) min.
4) Time to warm up the teams is fifteen (15) minutes.
5) The teams standing in the list of programs (team-owners) play in a light uniform.
6) The teams standing in the list of programs (team-owners) use the bench on the left of the scorer's
table, with view on the playing field.
7) Every coach for ten (10) minutes before to the start of the next meeting shall submit a final list of
the first five players.
8) The tournament system determined by the chief judge ,depending on the number of applicant
teams:
A. Group.
B. "Team against the team".
About the "A" and "B" scheme of the tournament, teams will be notified after the application deadline.
Meetings are held according to the FIBA rules.
General provisions.
1. Places on the bench the team can take exclusively: up to 12 players; up to 3 (three) leaders,
including the coach, assistant coach. They should be pre-announced and listed in the team list.
During the game:
Players must wear sports uniform;
Trainers-men should wear shoes, dark pants and light plain shirts. Trainers-women should wear
classic shoes, skirt or pants - dark colors and plain shirt. The same applies to other members of
the leadership team. Coaches not adhering to these requirements will not be allowed into the hall
and to the leadership team.
2. The judgment for a technical infraction of the player - the sanction is 20EUR. The judgment for a
technical infraction of the coach – is 30EUR. The judgment for disqualification infraction of the
player – is 40EUR. The judgment for disqualification infraction of the coach – is 50EUR.
3. To the main referee of the tournament can give notice of appeal not later than 30 (thirty minutes
after) the end of the meeting, along with payment of the fee to him within 30 (thirty) EUR.
4. The issues that arose during the competition associated with the tournament organization are
exclusively in the competence of the main referee and tournament Director. Their decisions are
final.
5. The issues concerning sport-technical character including complaints of teams resolved by the
"Jury d’Apel", which is selected at a technical conference and has constant functions throughout
the tournament. The decision of the "Jury d’Apel" are final.
6. All matters arising during the tournament shall be resolved by the rules of the FIBA.
7. To establish the age of the player, the coach or team manager must submit to the Organizing
Committee passport or birth certificate of the player.

PREMIUM FUND AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
During the official ceremonies of opening and closing the tournament and the awarding ceremonies, all
participants mustwear the uniform. For coaches and leadership teams apply the rules of wearing uniforms
during the tournament. The teams placing first, second and third places will receive cups, medals and
diplomas for participation. Other teams and players get the posters and certificates for personal
participation. Guide tournament determines the 3 best coaches of the tournament .They will receive
awards for this.
The symbolic top five (by age and sex), which is determined by the coaches of the teams will receive
diplomas, posters and tournament t-shirts. The team that took first place by its category will be entitled to
participate in the next tournament “ETS CUP” with 10% discount from the package prices.
The team that took second place will have a discount for participation in the next tournament - 6 %. The
team that took the third place will have a discount for participation in the next tournament - 4 %.

Leaders of the tournament:

Operational management by a team of "ETS" s.r.o. from Slovakia and experts from other
countries:
Tournament Director
Ivan Nikolov – Slovakia
ets@etseu.eu; etseusk@gmail.com tel: + 421 949 588 807
/ Slovak, Russian, Bulgarian and Serbian, Czech, Polish, English /.
Director - Central and Western Europe
Antonio Cruz – Slovakia
anhibamoc.ac@gmail.com
/Slovak, English, Spanish, Czech /.

tel: + 421 949 883 777

Director - Eastern Europe
Irina Sermon – Ukraine
nagorna61@ukr.net
/Russian, Ukrainian /.

tel: + 380 667 266 930

Director - Balkan peninsula
Zoran Vezmar – Serbia
vezmar06@gmail.com
/Serbian, English /.

tel : + 381 22 328 078

E.T.S.
European Tourist Service

Participation in the tournament
Name of tournament

”E.T.S. CUP” – SLOVAKIA
IIІ International basketball tournament

Dates
Organizer and host

01.06.2016-05.06.2016
:

E.T.S.s.r.o. Slovakia

Dear participants and trainers, need to fill in all the blanks without shortcuts.
Full name
Country, city,
/ size of city – number of inhabitants/
Brief description of the team
(year of education, awards, achievements)
Name coach (named)
Female team / Men
Age (how many years)
______________ Years, or a total for the
team
Number of participants:

____________ Total including:
____________ trainers
participants ____________
accompany (parents, support groups) ____________

Coaches and other contacts (postal
address,
e-mail, mobile phone)
Name of organization, participants (legal
and postal address, the head of the
organization, and other electronic
address)
Other wishes
/ Name of the hotel for accomodation/.
E-mail messages and address for receipt of applications: ets@etseu.eu ; etseusk@gmail.com
CAUTION!
• For each team separate application!
• Applications may be amended or meniťpo consultation with the tournament organizers
• Please provide a fully completed application form no later than 45 days before the tournament !!!!! Are not taken
into account the changes and amendments submitted after the specified time !!!
• Along with providing lists of teams we ask for payment in advance € 20 - cost of the program of the tournament.
• Please make advance not later than 04.15.2016
• Applications will be accepted only if space is available.

Price offer
„ETS CUP -2016”
Package prices for hotels Zemplinska sirava

all places

price

SLNAVA (not repaired)

150 beds

- 90 Є

SLNAVA ( repaired )

60 beds

- 98 Є

busy places free place
108

42

30

80

The hotel has a restaurant and an outdoor swimming pool.
www.slnava.sirava.sk
FELICIA, SIRIUS

110 beds - 108 Є

The hotel has a restaurant. Used outdoor swimming pool 400 meters distance.
www.hotelfelicia.sk
POSTAR,CHEMES

180 beds - 116 Є

62

118

The hotels have a restaurant and indoor swimming pool.
www.hotelchemes.sk ; www.postar.sirava.sk

60 beds - 116 Є

MERKUR

The hotel has a restaurant. Used outdoor swimming pool 300 meters distance.
www.hotelmerkur.sk
EVROBUS

100 beds

- 120 Є

The hotel has a restaurant and an outdoor swimming pool.
www.hoteleurobus.sk
GRANIT

180 beds

- 125 Є

The hotel has a restaurant and indoor swimming pool.
horezza.sk/hotel-granit-zemplinska-sirava
We offer location
in conference rooms
50 beds
Housing conditions of players:
- WC and shower in the corridor
- Secure mattresses,

– 80 Є

- Bed linen and towels are not available it should bring your own
Coaches are accommodated in rooms with all amenities
Supply conditions and the program remain unchanged.
Package prices include:
-4 full pension - night, breakfast, lunch and dinner.
-Free entrance in swimming pools.
-Tournament fee
-Prizes and souvenirs from the tournament
-A visit to Termalpark - Sirava

